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SGR NO. 2 




TO THANK LOUISIANA COMMISSIONER OF HIGHER EDUCATION DR. SALLY CLAUSEN 
FOR ADDRESSING STUDENT LEADERS AT THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
SOUTHEASTERN CONFERENCE EXCHANGE RECENTLY HELD AT LSU ON JANUARY 23, 
2010. 
 
PARAGRAPH 1: WHEREAS, EVERY JANUARY, THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT SEC 
EXCHANGE IS HELD ON ONE CAMPUS OF AN SEC UNIVERSITY, IN 
ORDER TO BRING STUDENT LEADERS FROM THESE TWELVE 
SCHOOLS TOGETHER TO DISCUSS THE FUNCTION OF THEIR 
RESPECTIVE ORGANIZATIONS AND SHARE IDEAS AND INITIATIVES; 
AND  
 
PARAGRAPH 2: WHEREAS, AT THE CONFERENCE THAT WAS RECENTLY HELD, 
THE STUDENT LEADERS IN ATTENDANCE VISITED THE LOUISIANA 
STATE CAPITOL AND WERE PRESENTED WITH THE OPPORTUNITY 
TO BE ADDRESSED BY DR. SALLY CLAUSEN, WHO GRACIOUSLY 
ALTERED HER WEEKEND SCHEDULE IN ORDER TO BE PRESENT; 
AND 
 
PARAGRAPH 3: WHEREAS, SHE DISCUSSED AND INFORMED THEM OF SEVERAL 
CURRENT IMPORTANT ISSUES FACING HIGHER EDUCATION ACROSS 
THE SOUTHEASTERN UNITED STATES, AND ALSO ANSWERED 
THEIR QUESTIONS AS TO HOW THEY, AS STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
LEADERS, COULD HELP THE STUDENTS OF THEIR RESPECTIVE 
UNIVERSITIES UNDERSTAND THE FUTURE OF HIGHER 
EDUCATION. 
 
PARAGRAPH 4: THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT THE STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT OF LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 
AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE THANKS 
DR. SALLY CLAUSEN FOR ADDRESSING STUDENT LEADERS AT THE 
RECENT STUDENT GOVERNMENT SOUTHEASTERN CONFERENCE 
EXCHANGE; AND  
 
PARAGRAPH 5: BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT A COPY OF THIS 
RESOLUTION BE SENT TO DR. SALLY CLAUSEN AT THE OFFICE OF 
THE LOUISIANA BOARD OF REGENTS, AND ALSO THE OFFICE OF 







PARAGRAPH 6: THIS RESOLUTION SHALL TAKE EFFECT UPON 
PASSAGE BY A MAJORITY (1/2) VOTE OF THE LSU 
STUDENT SENATE AND SIGNATURE BY THE 
PRESIDENT; UPON LAPSE OF TIME FOR PRESIDENTIAL 
ACTION; OR IF VETOED BY THE PRESIDENT AND 







____________________________   _____________________________ 
TYLER MARTIN     STUART WATKINS 
SPEAKER OF THE SENATE    STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT 
 
DATE_______________________   DATE_______________________ 
 
